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SERIES: A - 113 

SPECIFICATION: 

These slide gates are made in compliance with AWWA (561 / 

BS7775. 

APPLICATION: 

These slide gates are directly mounted on the face of the wall or 

on wall thimble and are used to isolate flow in and out of a 

conduit. These slide gates are suitable for 10 m seating and 6 m 

unseating head or as required. 

FEATURES: 

Rigid flange back frame suitable for direct mounting on face 

of the wall using anchor fasteners and secondary grout 

between wall and frame or for mounting directly on a wall 

thimble. 

Gate frame provided with Low friction UHMWPE guides to 

prevent galling between stainless steel frame and slide 

during operation. 

Short length frame provided with short length extension 

guides sufficient to engage at Least half the overall vertical 

height of slide when the gate is full open. 

Material thickness for frame and slide selected to suit 

applicable head. 

Slide sufficiently ribbed to ensure that deflection under 

designated water head does not result into leakage over the 

specified limit. 

Offered with HARSA™ rigid sealing system on sides and top. 

This unique integral seal/ seat system is certified for 25,000 

cycle operation in abrasive condition and reduces the 

possibility of future seal change. This sealing system offers 

longevity and necessitates precision in installation to 

achieve specified leakage criteria. 

HAR SA™ rigid sealing system comprises of low friction, high 

abrasion resistant self-adjusting seals of UHMWPE fitted on 

frame with compression resilient cord seals to ensure forced 

contact between seal and face of slide. 

Flush bottom slide gates provided with bottom sealing 

comprises of flexible rubber seal flush with the opening. 

Sealing system in compliance with requirements of AWWA 

C561/BS7775. 

Identical sealing arrangement for conventional as well as 

flush bottom slide gates. 

Unique AUTO-FLUSH™ arrangement at guide bottom to 

force out accumulated grit particles and ensure full closure 

of the slide. 




